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Breathing
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Track number of 
steps or 

kilometers 
travelled. Keep 
a chart. How 

long will it take 
you to move a 

marathon?

Get Wet!
Run through a 
sprinkler, wash 

your bike/vehicle, 
play a game of 
Water Limbo,  

Water Tag,
or Sprinkler 

Freeze

Hop Scotch

How To Play

Scavenger Hunt Kilometer Club
See Monday
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rs HIIT Workout

Get in shape with 
this 7 minute HIIT 
workout!

Hoop Dancing Exercise 
Challenge: 
Complete 

10/20/30 sit-ups, 
pushups, and body 

squats. How can 
you group these 

movements 
(e.g. 10-10-10)?

Movement Dice
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Throwing, 
Catching 

Coordination

Float the Pond

Develop your child’s 
coordination and 
balance by playing 
this game!
Click here for 
instructions.

DancePL3Y 1
DancePL3Y 2

Click on the links 
above and learn 
some new dance 

moves to your 
favourite songs.

Yoga
Cosmic Kids Yoga

30 days of Yoga 
with Adrienne

10 minute Chair 
Yoga

Obstacle Course
Walk, run, hop, 
skip, or jump.
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Prepare 
dinner 

together as a 
family. Talk 

about food as 
fuel for our 

bodies.

Discussion:
Think about what 
exercises you do. 

How could 
someone get hurt? 
How can we avoid 

getting hurt?

Journaling

Keeping a journal 
can help you 

understand your 
emotions shift over 
a period of time and 

ways to manage 
your emotions and 

responses as 
needed.

Sufficient and
Satisfactory Sleep

Brainstorm
strategies 

you can use to 
get enough sleep

every day

Sleep Better!

What would
healthy eating

look like vs. 
unhealthy

eating?

Health & Physical Education Menu J
Instructions: Each day choose from the options below.  Enjoy as many or as few as you have time for. 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/oNuA
https://safeyoutube.net/w/vSuA
https://safeyoutube.net/w/WRuA
https://safeyoutube.net/w/wmuA
https://safeyoutube.net/w/8puA
https://vlc.ucdsb.ca/c.php?g=185505&p=1225295
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Instructions: 

• You may sit or stand for this activity

• Put both hands on your belly

• Close your eyes or look down to your hands.

• Take three slow deep breaths in and out to see if you can feel your hands being moved.

• You may like to count “1, 2, 3” for each breath in and “1, 2, 3” for each breath out, 
pausing slightly at the end of each exhale.

• Think about how the breath feels, answering the following questions silently, in their 
mind.

➢ What is moving your hands? Is it the air filling your lungs?
➢ Can you feel the air moving in through your nose?
➢ Can you feel it moving out through your nose?
➢ Does the air feel a little colder on the way in and warmer on the way out?
➢ Can you hear your breath?
➢ What does it sound like?

• Breathe slowly for 5 minutes

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/

Mindful Breathing

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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Mindful Walk
Begin your walk:

• As you begin, walk at a natural pace. Place your 
hands wherever comfortable: on your belly, 
behind your back, or at your sides. If you find it 
useful, you can count steps up to 10, and then 
start back at one again. If you’re in a small space, 
as you reach ten, pause, and with intention, 
choose a moment to turn around. 

• With each step, pay attention to the lifting and 
falling of your foot. Notice movement in your legs 
and the rest of your body. Notice any shifting of 
your body from side to side. Whatever else 
captures your attention, come back to the 
sensation of walking. Your mind will wander, so 
without frustration, guide it back again as many 
times as you need. Particularly outdoors, maintain 
a larger sense of the environment around you, 
taking it all in, staying safe and aware.

During your walk: 

• Now for a few minutes, expand your attention to 
sounds. Whether you’re indoors, in the woods, or 
in a city, pay attention to sounds without labeling 
or naming, or getting caught up in whether you 
find them pleasant or unpleasant. Notice sounds as 
nothing more or less than sound.

• Shift your awareness to your sense of smell. Again, 
simply notice. Don’t push or force yourself to feel 
anything at all, just bring attention to the sense of 
smell, whatever you discover.

• Now, move to vision: colors and objects and 
whatever else you see. Patiently coming back each 
time something grabs your attention, or even if 
something needs addressing, like avoiding an 
obstacle. Staying natural, not overly rigid, not 
daydreaming and drifting, but with sustained 
awareness.

• Keep this open awareness of everything around 
you, wherever you are. Nothing to do, nothing to 
fix, nothing to change. Fully aware, and walking.

Ending your walk: 

• In the last moments, come back to awareness of 
the physical sensations of walking, wherever else 
your mind found itself throughout the practice. 
Notice your feet again touching the ground. Notice 
again the movements in your body with each step.

• When you’re ready to end your walking 
meditation, stand still for a moment again. 
Pausing, choose a moment to end the practice. As 
you finish, consider how you might bring this kind 
of awareness into the rest of your day.

https://www.mindful.org/daily-mindful-walking-practice/

https://www.mindful.org/daily-mindful-walking-practice/
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Body Scan

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/

Questions to ask during a 
body scan:

➢ How does this body 
part feel?

➢ Is it cold or warm?

➢ Does it feel tight or 
relaxed?

➢ Is all or part of that 
body part touching the 
floor?

➢ Or clothing?

➢ What does that feel 
like?

• Lay on the floor, with their eyes 
closed if they are comfortable (or 
they may prefer to look at the 
ceiling). Alternatively, sit 
comfortably in a chair 

• Pay attention to their feet for 5 or 
10 seconds.

• Move on to their toes, then ankles, 
then calves and knees. Continue 
body part by body part until you 
reach the head.

• Question how each part of the body 
feels to bring awareness to their 
body in the moment.

• If there is tightness or stress, 
imagine breathing the stress out of 
that part of the body with each 
exhale

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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http://internationalbeautyclinics.com/emotional-eating/zomt-mindful-eating-exercis
/

http://internationalbeautyclinics.com/emotional-eating/zomt-mindful-eating-exercis
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Work in a Garden 

If you have a garden,  or have the space to create 
even a small plot, do a gardening exercise. Sink their 

hands into the soil and notice the sensations they 
experience during the activity. They can also tune into 

smells and sounds while working in the garden.

https://confidentcounselors.com/2019/04/16/middle-school-mindfulness-activities/

https://confidentcounselors.com/2019/04/16/middle-school-mindfulness-activities/
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Kilometer Club

Date
Distance 

Km or Steps
Total 
Distance or Steps

Goal:
Walk 42 km to 
reach a marathon 
distance!
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Water Limbo

How to Play
• Choose 1 player to hold the garden hose at shoulder height.
• All other players take turns leaning back and moving under the water 

without touching it. If a player touches the water or falls, she is out.
• The player holding the hose lowers the water to chest height. Players 

who are not out try again.  Continue lowering the water after each 
round until there is only 1 player left.

• The last player touched by the water is the winner.

Water Tag

How to Play
• Decide on a home base, and an area where players can wet their sponges.
• On GO, players try to tag each other by throwing the wet sponges at 

other players’ legs
• If a player is tagged he runs to the home base and counts to 5. He may 

then rejoin the game.
• The object of the game is to not get tagged.

http://www.push2play.ca/games/

Sprinkler Freeze

How to Play
• Choose 1 player to be the Water Master.
• The Water Master turns the sprinkler on.
• When the sprinkler is on all other players dance freely around in the 

water.
• When the Water Master suddenly shuts the sprinkler off all players must 

freeze.
• If a player moves while the sprinkler is off he is out.
• The last player standing becomes the next Water Master.

http://www.push2play.ca/games/
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https://www.jacquelinewilson.co.uk/dnld/takeovers/Hopscotch.pdf

https://www.jacquelinewilson.co.uk/dnld/takeovers/Hopscotch.pdf
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Spring Scavenger Hunt

Item What I found

A yellow flower

A flag or lawn ornament

A watering can 

A baby animal

Sidewalk chalk

A tricycle 

Red lawn furniture

A sprinkler

A playground with a swing

A skipping rope

A basketball

A person jogging

A duck

A robin

Someone planting flowers

A lawnmower

Someone spring cleaning

Decorated windows

A bicycle

A worm
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https://hes-extraordinary.com/

https://hes-extraordinary.com/
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Hoop Dancing

How to Play:
In First Nations and Métis hoop dancing, the hoop symbolizes the never ending 
circle of life. During the dance, shapes of popular characters from traditional 
stories are formed, such as the Eagle, the Snake, and the Coyote.

Start with these four simple moves. Repeat each move over and over, faster 
each time.

1. Hold the hoop between your legs. Step through the hoop with your right 
foot crossing it over your left foot. Cross your left foot over your right foot as 
you step through the hoop again. Try to step forward as you step through the 
hoop.

2. Place the hoop under your left knee. Bring your knee to your chest. Lean 
forward and stick your head and shoulder through the hoop. The hoop will 
now be under your right knee. Bring your right knee to your chest and bring 
the hoop up over your head. Try not to step out of the hoop.

3. Bring the hoop down over your head and tuck it behind your knees. Squat, 
and bring the front of the hoop up over your head and down your back. As you 
get better at the move, try it without using your hands.

4. Bring the hoop over your head quickly and down your back. Jump when the 
hoop gets to your feet, bringing the hoop back to your front. Keep doing this 
faster and faster until you can do it without stopping.

http://www.push2play.ca/games/hoop-dancing/

http://www.push2play.ca/games/hoop-dancing/
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Movement Dice 
Choose an activity for each number of the die.   When the die is rolled, 
each person does that movement. 

In need of idea, click here!

Here’s a template to make printable dice, if you don’t have any, Or, write 
the numbers one to six on scrap pieces of paper and draw them out of a 
hat or bowl. 

https://d10k7k7mywg42z.cloudfront.net/assets/58ebfed1a0b5dd20940990aa/Fitness_Dice.pdf
http://www.toolsforeducators.com/dice/
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Don’t have bean bags or scarves?   
Try a small stuffed animal or ball. 
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Indigenous Games – Elder Knowledge

Previously, you had learned that Indigenous games were 
practiced to develop skills needed for everyday life.  You 
observed a variety of Inuit games.

Please watch the attached video to learn about some First 
Nations games as well.

https://safeyoutube.net/w/fPM9
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Float the pond 

Requirements:
•Open space, indoor or outdoor at 

least 3 X 10 metres 
•Two round pieces of paper

Instructions:
1. Pretend the open space is a pond. 
2. The goal is to cross the pond by walking on 

your two lily pads.
3. Begin by placing one lily pad on the “pond” and step onto it 

with one foot. 
4. While balancing on one lily pad with one foot, place the 

second lily pad in front.
5. Step onto the second lily pad and balance on one foot again. 
6. Continue until you have crossed the entire “pond”.
7. If you lose balance and fall into the “water,” pretend to swim 

up to your lily pad again by doing five jumping jacks, then 
continue crossing the pond.

Variations:
•Ask your child to think up a new scenario – for example, 
stepping between rocks over lava
•Challenge your child to place the lily pad as far as possible in 
front of the other lily pad (longer steps)

https://activeforlife.com/activity/float-the-pond_10/

https://activeforlife.com/activity/float-the-pond_10/
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https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/journaling/pdf

https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/journaling/pdf
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https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/sufficient-and-satisfactory-sleep/pdf

https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/sufficient-and-satisfactory-sleep/pdf

